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 Louise C. Miller, RTRM, FSBI, FNCBC!
                       Director of Education!

         Mammography Educators - San Diego, CA!

Additional Views Lexicon!

•  XCCL"
•  CV"
•  FB"
•  LM/ML "
•  TAN "
•  Spot Compression "
•  Magnification"
•  Spot Compression with MAG"
"
"

"

Why do we"
do additional views?!

•  To show a specific component of the 
anatomy not seen on standard views"
!

•  To provide localization of an area of 
concern medial/lateral or superior/inferior 
to the nipple!

!

OR……!

•  To show an area of concern in 
better detail!
•  To counteract superimposition of 

structures!
!

Most commonly used additional 
views are done to show a 
specific component of the 
anatomy not seen on standard 
views!

Ask$and$answer:$

*&Which&part&of&the&breast&do&I&want&
&&&&to&visualize?&
*&In&which&projec?on?&
*&Which&view&will&accomplish&this?&
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Options for visualization of the breast 
in the transverse or axial plane!

•  CC!
•  XCCL!
•  CV!
•  FB!

!
!
   !

XCCL "
Exaggerated Craniocaudal Lateral"

 Used for visualization of lateral breast  !
          tissue in a CC projection!

XCCL!
•  Do not angle tube!
•  Do not lean patient !
•  Patient should be in CC position but 

turned at approximately 45 degrees to the 
IR accentuating visualization of the lateral 
breast tissue on side of interest. !

•  Nipple pointed towards opposite front 
corner of IR!

!

Visualization of pectoralis muscle NOT preferable as it may 
indicate patient was leaning to the side. Direction of the beam 
should be superior to inferior or inferior to superior. It is NOT a 
less steep MLO!
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      Incorrect                 Correct!

         CV - Cleavage!
Visualization of the medial breast in CC projection!

CV - Cleavage!

•  Patient in CC position but moved slightly to 
the side, away from breast of interest!

•  Stand behind or to the side of the patient!
•  Lift both breasts onto the IR so majority of 

breast of interest is under the compression 
paddle!

!Useful for visualization of medial breast tissue for 
patients with large breasts!
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&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&FB&–&From&Below&
Another&varia?on&of&the&CC&but&the&beam&is&inferior&to&
superior.&&This&will&give&you&medial&or&lateral&orienta?on&
to&the&nipple:&

&
&
&&&&

FB – From Below!

•  Used for visualization of high, superior areas of 
concern!

•  Useful for kyphotic patients!
•  Useful for men or women with prominent 

pectoralis muscles!
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LM – Lateromedial or!
ML – Mediolateral "

. !
Superior or inferior orientation to the nipple:!

    ML - Mediolateral             LM - Lateromedial !

The use of the Lateral!
•  Shows effects of gravity on air fluid levels!
   (Milk of Calcium)!
•  Used as a “tie breaker” view!
•  Provides visualization of the 12:00 and!
    6:00 areas of the breast for encapsulated!
    implants !

!
!

Why do the LM?!

•  When you did the MLO you showed the 
lateral breast in better detail.  The LM shows 
the medial breast in better detail.!

•  The LM takes advantage of the lateral mobile 
border of the breast and thus facilitates 
positioning!

Why do the LM?!

•  The hardest part of the breast to image (and the area 
most often missed on the MLO) is the posterior 
medial breast.  If done properly (off-setting the IR into 
the contralateral breast) you will be able to get deeper 
against the chest wall.!

•  There is no issue of the contralateral breast impeding 
the path of the compression paddle!

Improperly positioned LM with breasts separated so 
middle of the IR is centered on midsternal line thus 
excluding deep medial breast tissue on the side you are 
imaging.!

41SECTION 05COMMON USED ADDITIONAL VIEWS

A conventional, logical protocol would automatically assume that a ML view is the best projection for 
a lesion seen in the lateral tissue on the CC projection.  This projection would provide improved detail 
of the area of concern due to its proximity to the image receptor.  However, other considerations may 
MR¾YIRGI�XLMW�GLSMGI��*MVWX��XLI�TSWWMFMPMX]�I\MWXW�XLEX�PEXIVEP�XMWWYI�QE]�EGXYEPP]�QSZI�WSQI[LEX�GPSWIV�
to the IR on a lateromedial projection due to the mobility of lateral breast tissue.  Second, and from the 
opposite perspective, positioning the lesion away from the receptor may be advantageous by providing 
E� WPMKLXP]�QEKRM½IH� IJJIGX� SR� XLI� MQEKI�� �1EKRM½GEXMSR� XIGLRMUYIW� EVI� JVIUYIRXP]� YWIH� XS� MRZIWXMKEXI�
abnormalities.

Diagram R21

Page 39
Diagram

D2
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X

Figure 35: Correct method - Edge of IR centered on 
midsternal line, so that width of the IR is pressing into the 
opposite breast (not being imaged).

Diagram R20

Page 38
Diagram

D2
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4

X

Width of IR

X
X

Figure 34: Incorrect method - Middle of IR centered on 
midsternal line.  This could possibly exclude posterior, medial 
breast tissue on breast being imaged.
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Properly positioned LM with breasts separated so top 
edge of the IR is centered on midsternal line and the 
width of the IR pressing against the contralateral breast.!

41SECTION 05COMMON USED ADDITIONAL VIEWS

A conventional, logical protocol would automatically assume that a ML view is the best projection for 
a lesion seen in the lateral tissue on the CC projection.  This projection would provide improved detail 
of the area of concern due to its proximity to the image receptor.  However, other considerations may 
MR¾YIRGI�XLMW�GLSMGI��*MVWX��XLI�TSWWMFMPMX]�I\MWXW�XLEX�PEXIVEP�XMWWYI�QE]�EGXYEPP]�QSZI�WSQI[LEX�GPSWIV�
to the IR on a lateromedial projection due to the mobility of lateral breast tissue.  Second, and from the 
opposite perspective, positioning the lesion away from the receptor may be advantageous by providing 
E� WPMKLXP]�QEKRM½IH� IJJIGX� SR� XLI� MQEKI�� �1EKRM½GEXMSR� XIGLRMUYIW� EVI� JVIUYIRXP]� YWIH� XS� MRZIWXMKEXI�
abnormalities.

Diagram R21

Page 39
Diagram

D2
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Figure 35: Correct method - Edge of IR centered on 
midsternal line, so that width of the IR is pressing into the 
opposite breast (not being imaged).

Diagram R20

Page 38
Diagram

D2

1
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3
4

X

Width of IR

X
X

Figure 34: Incorrect method - Middle of IR centered on 
midsternal line.  This could possibly exclude posterior, medial 
breast tissue on breast being imaged.

Additional views for 
clarification !

of areas of concern"

•  TAN!
•  Spot Compression!
•  Spot Compression with MAG!

TANGENTIAL VIEWS"

•  To prove the existence of dermal 
calcifications!
•  Enhanced visualization of palpable masses 

that may otherwise be superimposed on 
glandular breast tissue!
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Tangential views for the verification of skin 
calcifications!

Tangential views for the verification of skin 
calcifications!

Tangential views for the verification of skin 
calcifications!
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•  SPOT COMPRESSION!
•  SPOT COMPRESSION WITH 

MAGNIFICATION!

Remember:!

•  You must simulate compression 
when making measurements on the 
breast!
• Mark the center of the target area 

with a BB or Sharpee so you can the 
appropriate corrections on 
subsequent films, if needed!
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Posi+oning&Problem&Solving:&
.&

How&to&Avoid&Pain&and&Injury&

Louise&C&Miller,&RTRM,&FSBI,&FNCBC&
Director&of&Educa+on&

Mammography&Educators&–&San&Diego,&CA&

WHAT&ABOUT&BREAST&IMAGERS?&

• Ultrasonographers&
• Mammographers&

WHAT&ABOUT&BREAST&IMAGERS?&

• Ultrasonographers-
• Mammographers&
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WHAT&ABOUT&BREAST&IMAGERS?&

• Ultrasonographers&
• Mammographers-

NO&PUBLISHED&STUDIES&ON&
MAMMOGRAPER&RELATED&PAIN&AND&

INJURY&

Common&Pain&and&Injury&

•  Wrist&
•  Shoulder&
•  Back&
•  Knees&

Q1& Q2&
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Q3& Q4&

Q5& Q6&

Q7& Q8&
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Q9& Q10&

CAUSES&

•  Poor&equipment&design&
•  Improper&use&of&equipment&
•  Lack&of&updated&standardized&training&
•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
sequence&

•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
technique&

•  Lack&of&use&of&proper&body&ergonomics&

CAUSES&

•  Poor-equipment-design-
•  Improper&use&of&equipment&
•  Lack&of&updated&standardized&training&
•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
sequence&

•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
technique&

•  Lack&of&use&of&proper&body&ergonomics&

CAUSES&

•  Poor&equipment&design&
•  Improper-use-of-equipment-
•  Lack&of&updated&standardized&training&
•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
sequence&

•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
technique&

•  Lack&of&use&of&proper&body&ergonomics&

•  Use&controls&located&most&conveniently&on&machine.&
•  Keep&foot&controls&under&your&feet&
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CAUSES&

•  Poor&equipment&design&
•  Improper&use&of&equipment&
•  Lack-of-updated-standardized-training-
•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
sequence&

•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
technique&

•  Lack&of&use&of&proper&body&ergonomics&

CAUSES&

•  Poor&equipment&design&
•  Improper&use&of&equipment&
•  Lack-of-updated-standardized-training-
•  Li;le-or-no-consistency-and-reproducibility-in-posi>oning-
sequence-

•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
technique&

•  Lack&of&use&of&proper&body&ergonomics&

Most medical imaging exams are 
done using the same positioning 
technique, in the same sequence.!

WHY???!
•  Consistency!
•  Reproducibility !
•  Efficiency !
•  Proficiency!
•  Use of proper body mechanics!

But in mammography…"
we are �all over the map.�!

•  LCC, LMLO, RMLO, RCC!
•  RCC, LCC, RMLO, LMLO!
•  RMLO, RCC, LMLO, LCC!
•  LCC, RCC, LMLO, RMLO!
•  RCC, RMLO, LMLO, LCC!
•  LCC, LMLO, RCC, RMLO!
•  LMLO, LCC, RCC, RMLO!

My suggestion:!

•  Do CC’s first.!
•  Then do the MLO on the side you just  finished the CC on.!
•  Finally, do the other MLO.!

Example:   RCC, LCC, LMLO, RMLO!
!
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Most technologists do not practice a 
standardized method of positioning!

IN&MAMMOGRAPHY&

•  Most technologists have not been taught a 
standardized method of positioning.!

•  Most technologists have not been trained by a 
qualified trainer.!

How did this happen?!
!
•  No current standardization for positioning!
    for FFDM and DBT!
•  CEUs for hands-on positioning not required!
•  Initial 25 mammograms required but under !
    whose supervision?!

!

How did this happen?!

•  Technologists are getting most CEUs online (no actual 
education for positioning).!

•  Radiologists are passing inadequate images and/or can 
only give feedback regarding positioning criteria.!

How did this happen?!

•  Updated positioning trainings are not 
provided by employers.!

•  Until recently, there was no current published 
data to establish parameters for positioning 
criteria.!
!

How did this happen?!

•  No updates for positioning with FFDM or 
DBT (and the new equipment design requires 
a modification of positioning techniques used 
for FS).!
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FS/FFDM/DBT!

•  Increased length of the IR by up to 40%!
•  Increased thickness of the IR by up to 80%!
•  Increased width of face shield up to 50%!

So the problem is:!

•  No standardization or follow-through!
•  Which means less consistency and reproducibility!
•  More repeats and rejects!
•  More accreditation failures!
•  Increased exposure!
•  More job related injuries !
•  Increased costs to employers!
•  MISSED BREAST CANCERS???!

CAUSES&

•  Poor&equipment&design&
•  Improper&use&of&equipment&
•  Lack&of&updated&standardized&training&
•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
sequence&

•  Li;le-or-no-consistency-and-reproducibility-in-posi>oning-
technique-

•  Lack&of&use&of&proper&body&ergonomics&
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CAUSES&

•  Poor&equipment&design&
•  Improper&use&of&equipment&
•  Lack&of&updated&standardized&training&
•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
sequence&

•  Licle&or&no&consistency&and&reproducibility&in&posi+oning&
technique&

•  Lack-of-use-of-proper-body-ergonomics-

&&&&&&&&INCORRECT&METHODS&
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&&&&&&&&&&CORRECT&METHODS&
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Sugges+ons&for&Improvement&

•  Use&equipment&controls&and&foot&paddles&to&eliminate&
stretching&

•  Keep&elbows&and&hands&below&shoulder&level&
•  Stand&up&straight!!&
•  Make&sure&pa+ent&is&in&proper&posi+on&(facing&machine&with&
both&feet,&hips&and&shoulders&

&

Sugges+ons&for&Improvement&

•  Stand&close&to&the&pa+ent&and&use&your&whole&body&to&posi+on&
her&

•  Stand&on&medial&side&of&breast&being&imaged&for&CC&and&MLO&
•  Use&flats&of&hands&and&base&of&thumb&to&support&and&posi+on&
the&breast&

&
&

Sugges+ons&for&Improvement&

TECHNOLOGISTS&SITTING&FOR&POSITIONING&THE&MLO&IS&
NOT&RECOMMENDED&UNLESS:&
&
•  The&pa+ent&is&extremely&short&
•  The&technologist&has&previous&injuries&or&pain&that&
prohibits&standing&

•  However&sihng&is&usually&the&cause&of&shoulder&pain&and&
injury&and&will&actually&exasperate&the&problem&

&
&

Excuses&

•  I&have&never&done&it&standing&
•  I&can’t&change&&
•  It&feels&too&weird&
•  It’s&harder&
•  I’ve&been&doing&it&this&way&for&20&years&and&my&images&are&
good&

STANDARDIZATION&
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Other&costs?&

•  Missed&breast&cancers&
•  Failure&to&adhere&to&standard&of&care&
•  Medical&legal&liability&

How can we make things better?!

•  CONSISTENCY&
•  REPRODUCIBILITY&

•  the&proper&use&of&body&
mechanics&

"
THANK YOU! "

"
 louise@mammographyeducators.com "

"
www.mammographyeducators.com"

!
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  !
How To Image the !

Post Surgical Breast: !
"

"Thank"to:"Terry"L."Lehmann,"B.S.,"R.T.(R)(M)"
!

"

Surgically Altered Breast"

Accurate interpretation of images of post-"
surgical breasts dependent upon:"
Technologist providing;"
-  High quality images for interpretation"
-  Pertinent medical & surgical history"
* Many findings can be mistaken for cancer"

Post-surgical breast"

•  Skin thickening & architectural distortion 
can be seen in both malignant & benign 
conditions"

•  Prior breast trauma, surgery including 
breast conservation treatment or 
lumpectomy can result in scarring & 
distortion seen on Imaging studies"

Pathophysiology"

•  The pathophysiology of post-surgical 
change, as seen on mammograms is 
associated with:"

•  Type of surgical intervention &"
•  Time elapsed since surgical procedure "
–   Classified into 2 General categories:"

•   Acute and Chronic changes"

Acute Post-surgical change"

•  Refers to immediate post-operative period 
extending for the 1st several weeks & 
months"

•  Acute changes seen on Mammogram or 
Sonogram include:"
– Hematoma"
– Seroma"
– Edema"

Chronic Post-surgical change"

•  Refers to findings identified after the Acute 
period, usually several months to years after 
surgery"

•  Chronic changes include:"
–  Scar formation"
–  Architectural Distortion"
–  Retraction"
–  Development of dystrophic calcification(s),"
    Fat Necrosis"
–  Tissue asymmetry from tissue removal"
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Architectural Distortion"

•  Disturbance of normal-appearing, 
curvilinear, crescentic planes of the breast"

•  Mammogram may demonstrate a pulling in 
of the Cooper’s ligaments to form a 
spiculated appearance"

•  A.D. may be the only mammographic 
indication of cancer"

Architectural Distortion"

•  A.D. is often seen post surgery & may be 
observed as the result of superimposition of 
normal structures"

•  Thorough mammographic evaluation is needed to 
evaluate any area of architectural distortion & to:"

•  Technologist can assist Rad to correlate the 
imaging finding with the clinical history of the 
patient"

 Interventional Breast Procedures"

•  4 most common are:"
– 1. Percutaneous biopsy"
– 2. Excisional biopsy"

– 3. Breast Conservation Therapy (lumpectomy)"
– 4. Breast Reduction, Augmentation or 

Reconstruction"

Percutaneous Breast Biopsy"

•  Commonly performed on masses & Ca++"
•  Includes FNA, core biopsy & cyst aspiration"
•  Procedure involves introduction of needle into 

suspicious lesion or Ca++  under Stereotactic, 
U/S or MRI guidance "

•  Sample of tissue is removed & analyzed by 
pathologist"

Imaging findings with !
Percutaneous biopsy"

•  Usually related to bleeding & the local 
anesthesia injected into the biopsy area"

•  Findings include:"
–  Increased density in the biopsy area"
– Formation of a mass (hematoma)"
– Trabecular thickening from edema"
– Marker Clip left to document location of 

sampled area"

Imaging findings after !
Percutaneous biopsy"

LCC"pre;stereo"image" LCC"post;stereo"hematoma,"
(confirmed"by"US)"
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Imaging findings with !
Percutaneous biopsy"

•  In most women the biopsy area heals with 
little or no residual evidence on the 
mammogram other than a reduction in size of 
the abnormality or number of ca++ , or"

•  Presence of marking clip"
–  Inert, non-reactive"
–  Seen on f/u mammogram if histology findings were 

benign (not removed)"

Imaging findings!
 after Percutaneous biopsy"

Immediate post"

stereo mammo"

Demonstrating"

marker clip"

Excisional Biopsy"

•  Performed by surgeon in OR, involving skin 
incision & removal of breast tissue"

•  Amount of tissue removed & degree of 
tissue interruption is variable"
– Dependent upon surgical technique &"
– Subsequent treatment (XRT)"

Acute Post-surgical changes"

•  Imaging may demonstrate:"
"
– An ill-defined mass"
– Area of increased/ing density"

– Skin thickening and/or distortion"
– Need for technologist to capture & report 

prior Bx history is critical"

Post surgical change " Post Surgical Imaging"

• "Technologist’s"capture"&"documentaJon"of"""""""""""""""""""""""
paJent"history"criJcal"
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Acute Post-surgical changes"

•  As healing occurs, the surgical site matures"
– Fibrosis may occur, leading to scarring"
Mammo may show:"

– Spiculated mass"
– Area of architectural distortion"
– Development of dystrophic calcifications"

Post-Surgical Imaging"

Post lumpectomy & XRT with "

architectural distortion"

Acute Post-surgical changes"

•  Rarely, extensive scarring can occur resulting 
in keloid formation"

•  Careful documentation on history form by the 
technologist and possible use of scar markers 
can help prevent misinterpretation of these 
images"

Post-Surgical Imaging"

CC view 
demonstrating 
Keloid 
formation"

 Post-Surgical Imaging"

•  In general, a baseline post-surgical 
mammogram is performed 6 months after 
excisional biopsy"

•  Findings present on this mammogram are 
regarded as the new baseline for the patient"

Post surgical imaging"

6"month"post"surgical"new"baseline"

Significant"scarring"
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Breast Conservation Treatment!
 (BCT)"

•  Involves removal of the breast cancer & a rim 
of non-cancerous tissue"

•  Patients may undergo a sentinel lymph node 
biopsy or full axillary dissection"

•  Most patients undergoing BCT receive 
adjuvant radiation therapy to the breast to 
eradicate any residual cancer"

Acute Mammographic changes"

•  Imaging changes observed with BCT are 
related to:"

•  Extent of surgery"
•  Time elapsed since surgery and XRT"

Acute Mammographic changes"

•  Mammograms performed during acute surgical 
period may demonstrate:"

•  Skin and/or trabecular edema"
•  Seroma"
•  Architectural distortion &"

•  Surgical clips placed within the surgical bed "

Acute Mammographic changes"

Skin"thickening,"contour"defect"from"scar,"
architectural"distorJon,"surgical"clips"

Chronic Mammographic changes"

•  Chronic Imaging findings related to:"
•  Volume of tissue excised "
•  Radiation therapy"
•  A.D., spiculated or ill-defined mass related to 

scar and a change in appearance of the breast 
are common findings after lumpectomy"

Chronic Mammographic changes"

•  Radiation & surgical changes are most pronounced 
immediately after surgery"

•  Maximum radiation change is seen at 6-12 months"
•  Follow-up mammographic evaluation may involve a 6-

month series of exams to evaluate the treated breast 
(Some institutions have different protocols)"

•  With subsequent imaging, distortion & edema should 
regress or remain stable"
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Post Surgical Imaging"

•  Post lumpectomy & 
XRT with skin"

 thickening & trabecular 
changes"

•  6 months post 
surgery"

•  2 months post XRT 
completion"

"
"

Post-Surgical change with BCT"

•  Development of Ca++ with BCT is 
problematic as 33-50% of irradiated breasts 
develop Ca++"

•  Most can be attributed to Fat Necrosis 
resulting from the surgery and/or XRT"

Post Surgical change with BCT"

LCC"demonstraJng"
scarring"&"fat"necrosis"

Post-surgical change with BCT"

CC"view"demonstraJng"
extensive"fat"necrosis,"
dystrophic"Ca++,"scarring"

• "knowledge"of"clinical,"
surgical"hx"from"tech"essenJal"
to"correlate"image"findings"

Breast Reduction, Augmentation or 
Reconstruction"

•  Mammographic changes after the above 
procedures very common"

•  Variety of techniques utilized in breast 
reduction"
– Most common is keyhole incision"

Breast Reduction"

""""""""""""""""Keyhole"incision"
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Breast Reduction"

•  Typical mammographic findings include:"
•  Alteration of parenchymal architecture"
•  Cranial displacement of nipple"
•  Patchy densities due to tissue removal & 

scarring"
•  Development of fat necrosis"
•  6 months after surgery, a new baseline 

mammo should be obtained"

Breast Reduction"

CCs"demonstraJng"disrupJon"of"normal"
paUern""

Breast Reduction"

""""""""""MLO"views"post"reducJon"

Breast Reduction"

CCs"post"reducJon"mammoplasty"
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Breast Reduction"

MLO"views;"note"altered"Jssue"paUern"

Breast Reduction"

•  Microlipo"

Breast Reconstruction"

•  Performed after mastectomy by means of 
reconstruction with autogenous tissue 
transfer &/or implants"

•  Most common location of donor tissue is a 
flap harvested from tranverse rectus 
abdominus muscle (TRAM) flap or 
latissimus dorsi "

Flap Reconstruction"

•  Standard mammographic views performed 
along with additional views as needed (CC & 
MLOs)"

•  Most mammographic & clinical findings are 
related to development of dystrophic changes 
within donor tissue such as oil cysts & fat 
necrosis"

Imaging Reconstructed Breasts"

RCC"TRAM/augmented"&"leZ"augmented"for"symmetry"
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Imaging Reconstructed Breasts"

Right"breast"TRAM/augmented"&"leZ"augmented"

Imaging Reconstructed Breasts"

Rt"TRAM"with"palpable"finding"

Imaging Reconstructed Breasts"

6"month"post;surgical"views"demonstrated"
retained"biopsy"clip"

Imaging Reconstructed Breasts"

9:00"palpable"breast"mass"associated"w/"
retained"clip"

Imaging Augmented Breasts"

•  As suggested by the ACR, 4 views of each breast 
should be performed to include:"

•  Standard and Implant Displaced views"
•  Assessment of the Implant includes:"
–  Location: subglandular or subpectoral"

–  Type: Silicone, Saline or Mixed"
–  Contour: Evaluate for rupture,weakening & possible 

complications such as rupture/capsular formation"
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Imaging Augmented Breasts"

"Sub;pectoral""and"Sub;glandular"placement"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

"""""""Full"CC"views"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

Full"MLO"views"subpectoral"implants"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

CC"Implant;displaced"views"
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Imaging the Augmented Breast"

MLO"displaced"views;labeling"criJcal!"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

Full"CC"views;"note"contour"distorJon"

Subglandular"placement"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

""""""""""""""""""""Full"MLO"views"

Subglandular"placement"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

""""""""""CC"Implant;displaced"views"

Imaging the Augmented Breast"

""""""""""""MLO"Implant;displaced"views"

Encapsulated implants"
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Miscellaneous Findings"

LMLO"&"CC"with"retained"needle"fragment"

Miscellaneous Findings"

"""""""""Post"implant"removal""with"calcified"capsule"

Miscellaneous Findings"

Implant"with"free"silicone"in"capsule"(arrows)"

Reducing Medical/Legal Exposure"

•  Failure to diagnose breast cancer in a timely 
fashion is the most common reason that a 
physician is sued"

•  Includes ensuring high-quality breast imaging"
•  Accurate documentation of "
–  clinical history"
–   path findings"
–   treatment"
–   CBE & "
–  Listening to patient’s concerns"

•  Technologist extremely important as MD may not see pt."

Reducing Medical/Legal exposure"

•  Written communication of clinical history & 
findings"

•  Thorough documentation of communication 
of findings to both referring MD and patient"

•  Taking a conservative approach via biopsy, 
early follow-up observation or surveillance 
imaging to assure stability"

"
"

Summary"

•  Interpretation of images in a post-surgical 
breast can be very complex & difficult"

•  Post-surgical findings can mimic cancer & 
result in a confusing imaging picture"

•  A subtle developing cancer in an area of prior 
surgery may be overlooked initially"

•  Residual cancer in a breast treated with BCT 
can be difficult to detect"
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Summary"

•  The workup of post-surgical breast changes includes a 
thorough mammographic evaluation"

•  Correlation with clinical history"
•  Correlation with pathologic findings"
•  Scar markers may be helpful to document surgical 

approach (should be indicated on Hx sheet)"
•  Additional projections as needed "
•  Technologist’s contributions to Breast Imaging Team 

invaluable"
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PATIENT RELATIONS 

CREATING THE POSITIVE 
MAMMOGRAPHY EXPERIENCE 

Understanding your 
patients…!

•  Why do they do the things they do?!
•  Why do they say the things they say?!

ANXIETY IS FEAR OF THE 
UNKNOWN!

Sources of anxiety!

•  Societal pressures!
•  Lack of information!
•  Erroneous information!
•  Cultural differences!
•  Personal experience or history!
•  State at time of exam!

Sources of anxiety!

•  Societal pressures!
•  Lack of information!
•  Erroneous information!
•  Cultural differences!
•  Personal experience or history!
•  State at time of exam!

Sources of anxiety  Erroneous information!
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Sources of anxiety  Erroneous information! Sources of anxiety  Cultural difference!

Sources of anxiety  Cultural difference! Sources of anxiety  Cultural difference!

Sources of anxiety 
• Societal pressures 
•  Lack of information 
• Erroneous information 
• Cultural differences 
• Personal experience or history 
• State at time of exam 

Manifestations of "
Anxiety!
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Manifestations of anxiety!

•  Avoidance of eye contact!
•  Sweating - fidgeting!
•  Talking too much or not at all!
•  Jokes/cartoons!
•  Rude or condescending!
•  Can’t follow instructions!
•  Comments about your job!
!

Manifestations of anxiety!

“Is this all you do !
all day long?”!

!

WAYS OF COPING!  Using the information you 
have and the compassion 
you feel……!

CREATE THE POSITIVE 
MAMMOGRAPHY EXPERIENCE!

Creating the Positive "
Mammography Experience!

• Competence!
• Communication!

• Comfort!
• Caring!
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Creating the Positive "
Mammography Experience!

• Competence!
• Communication!

• Comfort!

Creating the Positive "
Mammography Experience!

!
!

Competence = Confidence!

!

Creating the Positive "
Mammography Experience!

•  Displace certificates of achievement!
   and licenses!
•  Dress the part!
•  Join professional organizations!

!

Making sure you are doing your best… "
ALWAYS!

•  CEUs!
•  New techniques and ways of doing things!
•  Patient histories!
•  Follow up and documentation!

Making sure you are doing your best… "
ALWAYS!

!
!

PRIDE AND PROFESSIONALISM =!

GOING THE EXTRA MILE!

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

• Competence 
• Communication 
• Comfort 
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Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

  Develop scripts that are 
concise and caring that 
address potentially difficult 
situations 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Tips for scripts: 
 

• Acknowledge feelings 
• Use broad terminology 
• Avoid specifics – generalize 
•  Individualize to fit your personality 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Ask about her previous experience  
– tell her how this may be different 

 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

“You and I are going to do 
this  together.” 

 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

•  Introduce yourself 
• Tell her what you do 
• Ask if she has any questions before 

you get started 
• Answer questions directly 
 
 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

• Tell her what you are going to do 
   before you do it 
• Keep her updated 
• Apologize when necessary  
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Remember:!

Anxiety clouds intake!

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

• Competence 
• Communication 
• Comfort 
 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Comfort 
 

Physical Comfort  
and 

Emotional Comfort 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Comfort 
 

Physical Comfort  
and 

Emotional Comfort 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Physical Comfort  
 

•  Comfortable environment 
•  Gowns that fit 
•  Shawls or robes  
•  Warming the bucky 
•  Lockers and hangers 
•  Deodorant etc. 

 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Emotional Comfort  
 

•  Keeping the gown on 
•  Addressing the patient 
•  Physical space 
•  Respectful and professional demeanor 
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Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Emotional Comfort  
= 

Caring 
 
 
 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

Empathy 
 
 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

“Is this all you do  
all day long?” 

 
 

Creating the Positive  
Mammography Experience 

“To love what you do and to know 
that it matters…… 

what could be more fun?” 
 
 

                                             Katherine Graham 
 


